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SUMMARY 
The different soil types of the sugar-cane district of 
Louisiana vary somewhat in their response to applications 
of nitrogen and phosphoric acid, app lied in the forms of 
cyanamid, ammonium phosphate 11-48-0, and superphos-
phate. 
On Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils, whose fer-
tility had been built up by rotation, cultivation, and incor-
poraton of organic matter over a period of years, plant 
cane did not respond to fertilizer treatments. On run-down 
soils of this type, plant cane responded profitably to fertm-
Eation both with nitrogen and phosphoric acid. First- and 
second-year stubble gave marked response to applications 
of 200 to 300 pounds of cyanamid per acre. 
On Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils, pl.ant cane gave 
very profitable increases from the use both of nitrogen and 
phosphoric acid. First-year stubble responded profitably to 
200 pounds of cyanamid with 200 pounds of superphos-
phate. 
On Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Solis, plant 
cane produced profitable increases from the use of 100 
pounds of cyanamid; first-year stubble cane to from 200 to 
300 pounds of cyanamid; and second-year stubble to 300 
pounds of cyanamid. In some cases definite need for phos-
phoric acid was shown. 
First-year stubble, in most instances, showed residual 
effects from fertilizer applied to plant cane. 
Two tim e-of-application tests with plant cane on Mis-
sissippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils indicated that appli-
cations of cyanamid in the fall, before planting, gave no 
material gains over spring applications. The intermediate 
date, around April 18, was found to be the most advan-
tageous time to apply cyanamid. 
THE USE OF CYANAMID AS A SOURCE OF NITROGEN FOR 
SUGAR CANE. IN LOUISIANA 
ALLEN K. SMITH, JR. 
Calcium cyanamid is one of the oldest air-nitrogen fertilizers. It 
is the only one produced directly by a synthetic process. Other pro· 
ceases first produce ammonia or oxides of nitrogen which must later 
be combined with suitable carriers. Calcium cyanamid also has the 
advantage of being the only nitrogenous fertilizer that contains excess 
lime. 
The cyanamid* produced in America contains 22 per cent nitrogen 
and 70 per cent hydrated lime equivalent. It is marketed in two forms: 
granular and pulverized. The granular form is a dust-free product 
Which passes a 12-mesh screen. The pulverized form- the one used in 
the experiments reported in this bulletin- is oiled to prevent undue 
dustiness. Both forms are grayish-black in color due to the presence 
Of a small quantity of inert carbon. 
Cyanamid is used as a source of nitrogen, as a soil corrective, and 
as a conditioner in the production of mixed fertilizers. For direct 
application to the soil, it is finding wide use in the fertilizatfon of 
such crops as sugar cane and corn. 
It has been definitely shown (See "Review of Literature" ln back 
of this bulletin) that cyanamid ls a satisfactory fertilizer for sugar 
cane, and that it produces very profitable returns when applied to 
stubble cane. Under certain conditions it may also be applied to 
advantage to plant cane. It has been used in quantity in the Louisiana 
cane belt for a number of years. With this In mind, the study reported 
herewith was undertaken.t 
OBJECT OF STUDY 
The object of this study was to determine systematically the fol· 
lowing points on the use of cyanamid as a source of nitr~gen when 
'lPPlied to the various sugar-cane soils and under the climatic condi· 
dltions obtained in Louisiana: 
1. Effectiveness of cyanamid with and without phosphoric 
acld. 
2. Rate at which cyanamld should be applied for best results. 
3. Time of application of cyanamid. 
4. Residual effects of cyanamid with and without superphos-
phate. 
f • For purposes of brevity t he term cyanamid (final e omitted) will be employed 
or the commercial product. Ordinarily this contains, as manufactured. about 63 p er 
cent calcium cyannmide. 15 per cent free hydrated lime, 12 per cent carbon, 5 per ce~t. limestone impurities and 5 p er cent oil. Jn the case of granular cyanamid, 
ca c1um nitrate is substituted for the oil. 
h" t This study, covering a three-year period, was made under an indust r ial Fellow-~ 'P cst~blished at the Louisiana State University, February 1, 1930, by the American 
Jnnarn1cl Company of N ew York. The work was done under the direction of 
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The soils of the sugar-cane district of Louisiana are practically all 
alluvial in origin. Many years ago, before the present levee systems 
were built, the Mississippi River and its tributaries flooded this section 
periodically. Each time, vast quantities of sediment were carried along 
and deposited, the heavier and coarser material near the watercourses 
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and the silt and clay in the lower levels away from the main channels. 
The deposits differ from place to place, because the alluvium brought 
down by the rivers was not always drawn from the same part of the 
country, and because the floods were sometimes local, affecting only a 
!ew square miles. 
The soils of the sugar-cane district are divided into five major 
types: 
1. Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils. 
Z. Mississippi Alluvium, Terrace Soils. 
3. Red River Sediments. 
4. Mississippi-Red River Sediments. 
5. Coastal Prairie Sediments of the Gulf Coastal Plain. 
Most of the sugar-cane district falls under the first major division, 
and it ls on this soil type that the majority of the fertilizer test plots 
were located. Some were located on the Mississippi-Red River Sedi-
mentary Soils and on the Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils. 
Since varying responses to fertilizers were obtained from the 
different soil types, the "Discussion of Results" is divided according 
to the soil type on which each test was located. The averages in 
Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the range of response to fertilizers under the 
several condltion11, and should approach the averages under plantation 
conditions. 
PLAN AND PROCEDURE 
A series of plot tests was replicated two or three times at eight or 
ten different locations in the state, and included several soil types. 
In conducting the plot tests on plant cane the following standard 
outline was used wherever conditions were favorable, with the inten-
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STANDARD OUTLINE USED IN MAKING TESTS REPORTED IN THIS BULLETIN 
Plot 
II 
Plant Cane First-Year Stubble Second-Year Stubble 
No. Acre Application Acre Application Acre Applicat
ion 









200 l Cyanamid 200 I Cyanamid No fertilizer 
4 II 
100 I Cyanamid 300 ! Cyanamid 400 I Cyanamid 
II I I 
I 
Cyanamid 
5 200 Ammonium pbos- soo Cyanamid 300 I phate 11-48-0 
6 
II 
200 I Superphosphate 300 I Cyanamid 300 I Cyanamid 200 Superphosphate 200 Superphosphate 
0) 
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The stubble tests were mostly rate studies, with and without the 
supplemental use of superphosphate. There were also rate studies and 
time-of-application tests on first-year stubble with cyanamid as the 
only fertilizer. 
Each spring of the three years during which this work was con-
ducted, the fertilizer test field s were located with the following points 
in mind: 
1. Type of soil. 
2. Uniformity of conditions. 
3. Fertility of soil. 
4. Variety of cane. 
5. Regularity of stand. 
6. Location of field with reference to mill or loading derrick. 
7. Cooperative qualities of owners and managers. 
Where possible, the plots were at least a half acre in size, most 
of them ranging from one to two acres. Large plots were used because 
in many cases the cane was shipped in railroad cars and it was desir-
able to have enough produced on each plot to fill a car. 
All fertilizer was applied with Avery distributors, used generally 
throughout the cane territory. 
The fertilizer was applied over the loose dirt near the off-bar 
furrow, so that this dirt was mixed with the fertilizer when it was 
thrown back to the cane. Where the fertilizer was applied ahead of 
Planting the crop, it was placed directly in the furrow and mixed with 
the soil by a heavy chain attached to the rear of the distributor. 
Observations were made and notes were kept during the growing 
season to aid in interpreting the data secured after the cane was 
harvested and milled. 
The cutting, hauling, and mllling of the cane from each plot was 
done under the personal supervision of the author. The cane was 
Weigh ed on the scales regularly used by the cooperators. 
Whenever possible, all the cane produced from a plot was milled, 
and a composite sample taken by frequent dipping of small quantities 
Of Juice as the cane was crushed. Where it was impractical to do this, 
the juice from about 6 tons of cane taken from different parts of the 
Plot were used to make up the sample. 
All analyses of juice were made by chemists at the mill where 
the cane was ground. The normal juice (which was used throughout 
in determining acre yields of sugar) was computed from the crusher 
fotce by the chemist who analyzed the samples, using bis own mlll 
factor. 
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In order to have a uniform set of "96 °-sugar-per-acre" figures, a 
boiler-house efficiency of 100 per cent and an extraction of 75 per cent 
were used along with the Winter-Carp formula, shown below. 
40 
X = Sx(l.4-V) x 100 
.96 
Where X = Pounds of 96 per cent sugar per ton of cane. 
S = Per cent sucrose in juice in terms of weight of 
cane. 
C = Coefficient of purity of juice. 
The value of the cane was computed by giving a value of $.035 to 
each pound of sugar produced. This value is approximately the aver· 
age of the three years during which this work was conducted. 
In determining the net value of the cane produced, or the profit or 
loss per acre, an average of the three years' (1930, 1931 and 1932) 
prices of the several fertilizer materials was emplo yed. 
The average price of cyanamid amounted to $36.20 per ton, or $1.81 
per application of 100 pounds (supplying 22 pounds of nitrogen). That 
of ammonium phosphate 11-48-0 was $53.30 per ton, or $5.33 for an 
application of 200 pounds (supplying 22 pounds of nitrogen and 96 
pounds of P "O. ) . Superphosphate averaged $20 per ton, or $2.00 per 
application of 200 pounds (supplying 32 pounds of P20.). 
The cost per acre of applying fertilizer to sugar cane was deter-
mined by assuming that one man and a team could handle 12 acres Jn 
one day. Assuming again that the daily wage of the man is $1.00, that 
of feeding and keeping a team of mules is $1.40 per day, then the cost 
of an application of fertilizer, In addition to the actual cost of the 
fertilizer material, would be $.20 per acre. This figure would vary only 
slightly as the rate of fertilizer applied per acre increased, so the nom· 
Ina! figure of $.20 per application per acre was used throughout Jn 
determining the cost of applying fertillzer. 
Where unfertilized check plots were used, a charge of $1.00 per 
ton was made against the fertilized plots, in addition to the charge 
made for the fertilizer and the application, to cover the cost of cutting 
and hauling the increases in tonnage resulting from the use ot fer· 
tilizer. 
Actual profit could not be calculated where no unfertilized check 
plots were used. Instead, a value of the sugar produced per acre was 
determined by using the average price of $.035 per pound mentioned 
before. From the "value cane per acre" was taken the cost of the 
fertilizer materials and the cost of application. In this way tile "value 
cane less cost of fertilizer" was obtained. (See tables). The compar· 
isons made were between the plots of the different fe rtilizer appllca· 
tions, combinations, and rates, and using only the last-named value. 
Under "Discussion of Results," references are made to residual 
efl'ects of the fertilizers used. A residual effect of fertilizer may be 
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explained as an effect that is noticed in the succeeding crops in addi-
tion to the effect noted during the season in which it was applied. This 
statement must not be understood to mean that no benefit was derived 
from the fertilizer the season it was applied. The residual effects 
noted were in stubble cane on the plots to which fertilizer had been 
applied to the plant cane the preceding year. A residual effect of 
fertilizer may also be caused by an improvement in the condition o! 
the soil as a result of the addition of organic matter or lime. 
To be able to follow the discussion of the data and to understand 
the interpretations, it is necessary to refer constantly to the tables 
under consideration. 
(See Tables 1, 2, and 3 inserted in back cover.) 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
M lssissipp i Alluvium, F i rst-Bottom Soils 
PLANT CANE 
A study of the data in Table 1 shows that the use of cyanamid on 
Plant cane may or may not be profitable, according to the condition of 
the soil to which the cyanamid is applied. 
Applied on the Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils, at the 
rate of 100 pounds per acre, cyanamid does not produce profitable in-
creases on soils where the fertility has been maintained year after 
Year by rotation , cultivation, and the incorporation of organic matter. 
This was found to be true even where the legume crop preceding the 
Plant-cane crop was pulled for hay. 
The use of fert!I!zer on plant cane was found to be profitable 
Where soils had been run down by continuous cropping and by 
neglecting to turn under organic matter, or by being allowed to grow 
in weeds for many years. This i6 true whether legumes were turned 
Under ahead of the plant cane or were pulled for hay. 
For example, the test at Dugas and LeBlanc was made on a highiy-
built-up soil, the fertility having been maintained by good farming 
Practices , while the test at Alma Plantation was on soil of the same 
type which had been idle and growing weeds for a number of years. 
·When the latter was rented from the owners and brought back into 
cultivation by Alma Plantation, corn and soybeans were planted, and 
the soybeans turned under preceding the planting of the cane. 
The following fall when the cane crops were harvested, it was 
apparent that while lt was very profitable to fertilize the one at Alma 
Plantation with cyanamid ·and superphosphate, or witlil. ammonium 
Phosphate 11-48-0, the other at Dugas and LeBlanc showed losses in 
every case except where 100 pounds of cyanamid alone was used, in 
Whi ch case the increase was slight. 
No response to phosphoric acid was obtained on the fertile soil, 
While very profitable responses were noted on the neglected soil. Evi-
dently the available phosphoric acid was high where organic matter 
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was allowed to decompose withln the soll and low where the organic 
matter (wild growth) had decomposed on the surface. Samples of soil 
from the check plots of these two locations were analyzed for avail· 
able phosphoric acid the following spring. The fertile soil contained 
168 pounds of available p,o. per acre. The other contained only 59 
pounds per acre. 
The time-of-application tests on plant cane were all conducted on 
the Mississlppi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils. Cyanamid applied in the 
fall before planting was somewhat more profitable than when applied 
in the sprlng. From the standpoint of tonnage produced, however, 
spring appllcations seem to show a slightly larger increase. 
FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE 
To study the supplemental use of phosphoric acid, applicationii 
were made to some plots every year and to others in the plant-cane 
year and not on the stubble. In the case of ammonium phosphate 
11-48-0, a single application of 200 pounds per acre supplied the same 
amount of phosphoriC acid ln one year as was ordinarily applied bY 
the annual use, for three years, of 200 pounds of superphosphate. 
The test at the E. G. Robichaux Company on the Mississippi Allu· 
vium, First-Bottom Soils showed increased yields from plots where 
cyanamid and superphosphate were applied in the plant-cane year as 
compared to plots that received no fertilizer. Both plots received 200 
pounds of cyanamid on the first stubble, but the previous treatment 
of plant cane in one series of plots seemed to show a residual effect 
Jf the fertilizer applied. The increased value of the cane produced 
!lmounted to $3.34 (See Table 2). 
At Raceland, where one crop of soybeans was turned under ahead 
of the cane, the residual effect of the fertilizer amounted to consider· 
ably moro than at the E. G. Robichaux Company where two crops of 
soybeans were turned under. The difference in this case amounted to 
$13.96. 
The test at the Estate of H. C. Minor on black land, where one 
crop of beans was turned under, showed no beneficial residual effects; 
in fact, a detrimental effect was Indicated. This soil was In poor 
condition. 
At J. W. Supple's, where alternate rows of legumes were turned 
under, there was no appreciable residual value from an application 
of 100 pounds of cyanamid on plant cane. 
However, the first-year stubble at Alma Plantation was consider· 
ably better where cyanamid and superphosp{late were applied to plant 
cane. The Increased profit, which may nave oeen, ln part, a residual 
effect, was $30.87 on the plots that recelved the two fertilizers the 
preceding year. 
Again, in the case of the test at Dugas and LeBlanc, where large 
crops of legumes had been turned under periodically, an advantage 
was shown as a result of maintenance of the soil In a high state or 
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fertility . Very profitable yields were obtained froni all plots, but no 
residual effect was noted on first-year stubble where fertilizer was 
applied on the plant cane. 
When the plots that received cyanamid and superpbosphate on 
the plant cane and firs t-year s tubble are compared with those that 
received cyanamid and superphmiphate on the plant cane, but with 
cyanamid alone on the first-year stubble, the extra application o! 
superphosphate usually produced a detrimental effect which showed 
itself in decreased profits per acre. The successive applications o! 
Phosphoric acid no doubt caused an excess of P:O• In the soil, from 
which no benefit was secured. In two instances, however, increased 
Profits were obtained where the extra phosphoric acid was applied. 
The average obtained from the five tests involved (J. W. Supple's not 
inclucl ed) showed a loss of $6 .68 per acre. 
Comparisons between the plots that received ammonium phos-
phate 11-48-0 on the plant cane and plots that received cyanamld 
indicate that there was, in the majority of cases, a greater residual 
effect from ammonium phosphate than from cyanamid alone. The 
application on the first-year stubble, in both cases, was 300 pounds of 
cyanamid per acre. But where previously the cane had received am· 
monium phosphate, the profits seemed to be slightly greater than 
Where nitrogen was applied alone. In one case, at the Estate of H. C. 
Minor, cyanamid produced the greater r esidual effect. 
The average Increase of the five tests was $1.31 per acre where 
ammonium phosphate was applled instead of cyanamid. In this case, 
the residual effect may have been due to the phosphoric acid supplied 
in the 200 pounds of ammonium phosphate 11-48-0 (96 pounds P:Oo) 
applied to the plant cane. 
In comparing two series of phosphated plots, in one of which the 
nitrogen application was divided while the other received all of its 
nitrogen on the first-year stubble, the greatest benefits were derived 
from the plots which received the cyanamid in one application, and 
that on the s tubble. (Table 2). 
Plots receiving 100 pounds of cyanamld plus 200 pounds of super-
Phosphate on the plant cane, and 200 pounds of both materials on the 
first-year stubble, produced less profit than plots which received the 
total cyanamid application of 300 pounds per acre on the stubble. The 
average difference In the profit obtained was $7.09 per acre. On the 
average, an Increased profit of $5.91 per acre was obtained by using 300 
Pounds of cyanamld per acre Instead of 200 pounds. 
A series of tests was conducted on first-year stubble cane on the 
First-Bottom Soils in the Mississippi River and Bayou Lafourche 
region, where in every case soybeans were turned under ahead of the 
Plant cane. It was noted that where there was no previous com· 
niercial-fertillzer treatment to the plant cane, the greatest profit was · 
secured from 200 pounds of cyanamid. Superphosphate at the rate ot 
200 Pounds per acre, used in addition to the cyanamld, r.roduced a 
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somewhat smaller profit than that secured with the use of 200 pounds 
of· cyanamid alone. The average tonnage produced per acre from the 
four tests was slightly in excess where both cyanamid and super-
phosphate were used than where cyanamld alone was used, but the 
per cent sucrose in the juices was lower, and lower profits were ob-
tained. An application of 300 pounds of cyanamid per acre did not 
increase the profit over the 200-pound application in the one instance 
where it was used; in fact, the profit was $11.28 more per acre where 
200 pounds were used. 
Two tests to study the best time at which cyanamid should be 
applied for optimum results were conducted on the Mississippi River 
Soils at Kahns and Plaquemine. Knowing the necessity for moisture 
in the soil to bring about the necessary changes in cyanamid, precip-
itation records were secu red. In every case, the soil was moist when 
the fertilizer was applied, and the decomposition of cyanamid was 
started immediately. There was no period in which the cyanamid 
remained inactive in the soil in either place. However, at Plaquemine 
the precipitations were more numerous and heavier during the months 
when the fertilizer was applied than at Kahns. While 18.50 inches of 
rain fell at Plaquemine during March, April, May, and June; Kabus 
received only 11. 77 inches. The dates at which the fertilizer was 
applied were, in each case, about one month apart. The stand of cane 
at Kahns was better than at Plaquemine. 
The results of these two tests indicated that 200 pounds of cyan-
amid, applied either early, around April 18, or late, produced a good 
profit, and t hat the most profitable time to apply the fert\lizer is at 
the normal time of application, around April 18. The early application 
seemed to be slightly more profitable on the average than was the late, 
notwithstanding the fact that more tons per acre were produced on the 
plots which received the late application. 
SECOND-YEAR STUBBLE 
The 1932 second-year-stubble tests shown in Table 3 were fer-
tilized according to the standard outline. All three tests that were 
carried on through th ree years were located on the Mississippi Al-
luvium, First-Bottom Soils. The plant cane and both s tubble crops 
received fertilizer as indicated in the outline. In every case, legumes 
were turned under prior to the plant-cane crop. 
At the E. G. Robichaux Company, those plots that received cyan-
amid and superphosphate on the plant cane, cyanamid on first-year 
stubble, and cyanamid again on the second-year stubble, produced 
more profit as second-year stubble than did those plots that received 
the same fertilizer on the stubble crops but no fertilizer on the plam 
cane. This additional profit or residual effect may be attributed to the 
effect of fertilizing the plant cane with cyanamid and superphosphate. 
A comparison of the plots that received cyanamid and super-
phosphate all three years with plots that r eceived cyanamid and 
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superphosphate on the plant cane but cyanamid alone on both stubble 
crops,. indicated that the continuous application of phosphoric acid i!I 
not profi table. Where the crop received superphosphate only on plant 
cane, the cane produced was slightly more profitable than where 
superphosphate was applied every year. Where cyanamid and super· 
Phosphate were applled every year for three years, the production or 
cane was more profitable than where no phosphoric acid was applied 
at any time. No depressing effects from an excess of phosphoric 
acid were evident. 
All plots wh ich i·eceived 300 pounds of cyanamid on the second· 
Yea1· stubble produced cane of greater value per acre than did the 
200- and 400-pound applications. 
On the second-year stubble, an application of 300 pounds of cyan· 
amid, supplemented with superphosphate, was slightly more profitable 
than cyanamid used alone. Both series of plots received the same 
amounts of phosphoric acid. In one case, ammonium phosphate was 
supplied in a single application, on the plant cane; while in the other 
case the phosphoric acid was applied in divided applications every 
Year during the three years. 
Cyanamid at the rate of 400 pounds per acre produced the highest 
acre yield, but this added tonnage was at a sacrifice of the per cent 
sugar in the cane. The value of the cane produced did not equal that 
obtained from the plots that received 200 pounds per acre (exclusive 
Of the plots that were check plots as plant cane). 
No residual effect from fertilizing plant cane was shown in the 
second-year-stubbl e test with Godchaux Sugars Inc., at Raceland. The 
Plots which received cyanamid and superphosphate on the plant cane 
and cyanamid a lone on both stubbles produced less valuable returns 
than the plots which received only cyanamld on the stubbles but no 
fertilizer on the plant cane. The plots which received cyanamid and 
superphosphate every year of the three did not produce as Taluable 
second-year stubble as where the stubble crops received cyanamid 
alone but where no fertilizer was applied to plant can . 
The use of phosphoric acid only one year of the three seems to 
be suffi cient. Where this was done, the value of tbe cane produced 
Was more than it was where superphosphate was applied each year. 
There was no residual effect from the nitrogen supplied by 11.mmonium 
Phosphate at Raceland. In a comparison of two series of plots which 
received the same amounts of cyanamid on the stubble crops, but one 
Of Whi ch had received ammonium phosphate on the plant cane while 
the other had received the same amount of phosphoric acid in three 
Yearly applications of superphosphate, the latter plots produced 
slightly more profit per acre. 
The plots which r eceived 400 pounds of cyanamid on the second· 
Year-stubble crop produced less profit than those that received 300 
Pounds per acre. The tonnage per acre was increased to a small 
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extent, but the per cent sucrose in the cane was decreased by the 
heavier nitrogen application. 
The conditions under which the experiment on the Estate of H. C. 
Minor was conducted were not conducive to the optimum results from 
fertilizer. The drainage was poor on this black land, and the soil was 
in a very poor condition. The highest returns were secured from the 
plots that received cyanamid and superphosphate each year, including 
the plant cane. The cyanamid was applied to these plots at a rate of 
200 pounds per acre on the stubble crops and 100 pounds on the plant 
cane. Tl1 e rate of application of superphosphate (200 pounds per acre) 
was the same each of the three years. 
In one of a series of first-year stubble tests on the same soil type 
where the plant cane was preceded by a crop of legumes turned under, 
the greatest increased profit was secured from 250 pounds of cyanamid 
applied to second-year s tubble following the unfertilized plot of first· 
year stubble. A slightly smaller increase in profit was obtained by 
the use of 300 pounds of cyanamid at this test (Raceland). 
Applications of superphosphate with 250 pounds of cyanamid, 
where the previous treatment was 200 pounds of cyanamid plus 200 
pound s of superphosphate, produced more profit than an application 
of 250 pounds of cyanamid where the previous treatment was an appli· 
cation of 200 pounds of cyanamid. However, the production on both 
plots was less than where 250 pounds of cyanamid were applied 
following an unfertilized plot. 
In a test with the South Coast Company, the use of super· 
phosphate with cyanamid on the two stubble crops produced more 
profit than cyanamid used alone both years. The rate of applying 
cyanamid to these iwo series of plots was the same, and therefore 
comparable. When the rate of cyanamid was increased to 300 pounds 
per acre, the returns were less than where 250 pounds were applied 
alone or where 250 pounds were applied with superphosphate. 
The test on the Esta,te of H. L. Laws showed the greatest profit 
from 250 pounds of cyanamld applied to cane that had received no 
fertilizer the previous year. The use of the supplemental super· 
phosphate with 250 pounds of cyanamid showed a small increased 
profit over the unfertilized plot, but the increase was considerably 
less than where cyanamid was appli ed alone at the same rate. The 
higher application of 300 pounds of cyanamid per acre produced less 
profit than did 250 pounds. The extra nitrogen did not seem to be 
utillzed economically by the cane during 1930, the year of these tests. 
Two tests, conducted at Glenwood Sugars and the South Coast 
Company, were slightly different from the tests mentioned above, in 
that no unfertilized check plots were retained. The most profitable 
application of cy,anamld in one case, that of Glenwood Sugars, ap-
peared to be 300 pounds per acre. The increased yield was about 
three tons per acre over the plots which received 250 pounds of 
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cyanamid. Both series of plots to which 250 pounds of cyanamid alone 
were applied, produced a more valuable return than the series that 
received the phosphoric acid in addition to the cyanamid. The phos-
phoric acid seemed to produce a depressing effect on the yield of 
sugar per ton without producing a measurable effect on the tonnage 
Per acre. 
The test with the South Coast Company at Houma showed some-
what different results. Au application of 250 pounds of cyanamid 
where 200 pounds were previously applied to first-year stubble seemed 
to be the most profitable rate to apply to second0year stubble instead 
of the 300-pouncl application, as at Glenwood Sugars. The plots that 
were check plots as first-year stubble did not produce as profitable 
Yields as did those that received 200 pounds of cyanamid, when 250 
Pounds of cyanamid were applied on the second-year stubble. There 
seemed to be a residual ei'fect in this case from the fer.tllizers applied 
to the first-year stubble. Supplementing cyanamid with phosphoric 
acid during both stubble years did not seem to give any increase over 
the plots where cyanamid alone was applied only to the second-year 
stubble. 
Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils 
PLANT CA E 
In one plant-cane test on the Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils, 
Where a legume crop had been turned under previous to the plant 
cane, there were indications that the soil was deficient in both 
nitrogen and phosphoric acid. Cyanamid used alone was ery profit-
able, but cyanamid supplemented with superphosphate was even more 
Profitable. Ammonium phosphate 11-48-0 showed more profit than did 
Cyanamid alone, but less than cyanarnid plus superphosphate. The 
use of superphosphate alone, although it depressed the tonnage per 
acre, seemed to produce cane with a higher per cent sucrose, result-
ing in a profit. However, this profit was considerably less than where 
nitrogen was applied with superphosphate. 
FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE 
One tes t on Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils which produced a 
di stinct profit from the fert!l!zation of the plant cane even after a 
crop of soybeans turned under, showed no residual effect of cyanamld, 
superpbosphate, or ammonium phosphate 11-48-0, as all plots which 
received fertilizers the preceding year produced cane less valuable 
than the plots which had received no fertilizer. 
Plots which received cyanam!d and superphosphate on the plant 
cane and again cyanamid and superphosphate on first-year stubble 
showed a distinct profit over another series of plots that had received 
the same treatment on plant cane but received only 200 pounds of 
Cyanamid on the stubble. This residual effect was not evident in the 
Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils, as the additional application 
of phosphoric acid produced no profit. 
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An application of 300 pounds of cyanamid seemed to produce 
more profit where the preceding application was cyanamid rather 
than ammonium phosphate. The residual effect secured was from 
cyanamid on this so il type in contrast to a residual effect from am-
monium phosphate on the Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils. 
The Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils act similarly to the Missis-
sippi Alluvium in that more profit was secured from plots that 
r eceived 300 pounds of cyanamid on the stubble rather than 100 
pounds on the plant cane and 200 pounds on the stubble. The average 
profit produced by the use of 300 pounds of cyanamid per acre was 
slightly less than that produced where 200 pounds were used. 
T'he use of phosphoric acid was again profitable on the Coastal 
Prairie Sedimentary Soils, in the test located with M. A. Patout, in 
which the most profitable application of fertilizer was cyanamid plus 
superphosphate. A small profit was obtained from f.he use of 200 
pounds of cyanamid alone, but an increased profit was shown when 
2!l0 pounds of superphosphate were used with the cyanamid. Where 
300 pounds of cyanamid were applied, a loss of $2.84 was sustained. 
Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils 
PLANT CANE 
Tests on the Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils found along 
Bayou Teche, where the legume crop was pulled for hay, showed that 
profitable returns were secured from all fertilizer application, with 
cyauamid used alone producing the highest returns. Supplemental 
use of superphospbate with cyanamid did not Increase the returns, 
nor did phosphoric acid in combination with nitrogen applied In 
ammonium phosphate 11-48-0 show any Increase over nitrogen alone. 
Phosphate had no measurable effect on the per cent sucrose in the juice. 
FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE 
On Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils, one test of first-year 
stubble, which was a continuation of the plant-cane test discussed 
above, indicated that 200 pounds of cyanamld was more profitable 
where it was preceded by cyanamid and superphosphate than where 
no fertilizer was previously applied. 
The appli cation of additional phosphoric acid on stubble cane 
seemed to produce additional profit at this location. Where cyanamid 
and superphosphate were applied to cane during the plant-cane and 
stubble years, a greater profit was indicated than where the plant 
cane received both cyanamid and superphosphate but only cyanamld 
was appHed to the stubble. Where ammonium phosphate 11-48-0 was 
previously applied to plant cane, 300 pounds of cyanamld to stubble 
cane produced a slightly increased profit over the plots where 
cyanamid was applied to both plant and stubble. Two hundred pounds 
of eyanamid was a more economical rate than was 300 pounds. 
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A test of stubble cane on the Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary 
Soils, at Levert-St. John, where legumes were turned under preceding 
Plant cane, showed a profitable increase from an application of 100 
pounds of cyanamid per acre. On the plots that received 200 pounds, 
the profit was almost double that obtained from the 100-pound appli-
cation. However, 300 pounds per acre produced the largest increase 
in tonnage but with a decrease in the percentage of sucrose, and 
showed a smaller profit than did 200 pounds of cyanamid, but more 
than the 100-pound application. 
The other test on this type of soil, where half of the legume crop 
was turned under, was conducted with the J. M. Burguieres Company. 
Cyanamid at the rate of 200 pounds per acre gave a very profitable 
increase, but the increase was considerably less than from the 300-
Pound appli cation. In this case lt was evident that the additional 
nitrogen supplied was profitably utilized. Superphosphate, applied 
with 200 pounds of cyanamid, produced less profit than where the 
Cyanamid was applied a lone. 
SECOND-YEAR STUBBLE 
In a test of second-year stubble on Mississippi-Red River Sed-
imentary Soils that had previous fertilizer treatment and a half crop 
of legumes turned under, it was indicated that 300 pounds was the 
most economical rate of cyanamid to apply. Cyanamid at the rate of 
250 pounds per acre, applied to plots that were check plots the first 
Year, produced a sllghtly increased profit over the plots that had 
Previously received 200 pounds of cyanamld. No r esidual effect on 
the second-year stubble was evident from the use of fertilizer on the 
first-year stubble crop. The lowest returns were secured where sup-
plemental superphosphate was used. (See Table 3). 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
DECOMPOSITION AND TRANSFORMATION OF CYANAMID 
IN THE SOIL 
When cyanamid ls appllecl to the soil, it must undergo decom-
Position before the nitrogen can be assimilated by plants. The course 
of this decomposition, however, has long been in dispute. Iuch has 
been . written on this subject. Only the most consistent reports are 
reviewed here. 
The chemical changes which cyanamid undergoes in the soil are 
rather complex. The consensus of opinion of many investigators is 
that there is no direct bacterial action on cyanamid. Rather, it is 
thought that the bacteria act on the transformation products of this 
ferti lizer material (1). * 
Under suitable conditions as to temperature and moisture, soi ls 
containing clay and organic matter cause a rapid conversion or 
•This and subsequent numbers in parenthesis refer to the bibliography. 
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cyanamld to urea and hydrated lime. Urea, in turn, is broken down 
to ammonium carbonate and then to nitrate by biological action. 
Small amounts of other compounds may lfe formed at the same time. 
Micro-organisms play no part in the first stage. The transfor-
mation proceeds with maximum intensity during the first moment or 
contact with the son and then continually becomes slower. It proceeds 
in the same manner when used in larger acre applications, the quan-
tity of urea produced at the end of a given tlme being dependent upon 
the amount of cyanamid applied. The phenomenon takes place equally 
well ln the presence of antiseptics and with sterlllzed soil. 
The transformation into urea is effected by the colloidal sub-
stances of the soil. If the colloids are destroyed by calcination or by 
treatm ent with acids or alkalies, the soll loses the power of effecting 
the transformation into urea, but again acquires 'it when treated with 
a colloidal material. The colloids act as catalysers through the enor-
mous specific surfaces which they afford. 
The ammonia llberated by the action of bacteria on ammonium 
carbonate is readily absorbed by the soll, this causing an acceleration 
by removing one of the products of decomposition. The ammonia ls 
then acted upon by the nitrlfylng bacteria, gradually being converted 
into nitrate of lime. 
NITRIFICATION OF CYANAMID 
In a series of experiments covering periods of 35 to 162 days (6), 
in which analyses were made for nitrate and ammonia, cyanamid 
when used alone changed quantitatively to nitrate in about 80 days. 
Although at first slightly slower, due to the fact that the cyanamid 
had to undergo other changes before it was converted into ammonia, 
the ni triflcation of cyanamid was almost parallel with that of sulphate 
of ammonia. 
Nitrification of cyanamid occurs at a higher rate in loam and 
clay soils than in sandy soils (7). Sandy soils have a low moisture-
holding capacity, and do not have a high degree of bacterial activity, 
because bacteria must have moisture and organic matter for their 
best development. Sandy soils are quite often deficient in organic 
matter, and in dry weather they are deficient in moisture. The texture 
of loam and clay soils allows them to maintain a higher moisture 
and organic matter content than do the llghter soils. Cyanamid is 
nitrifl ed at a higher rate where the bacterial numbers are large than 
where they are limited. 
When cyanamid ls applied in soils that are deficient in nitrlfylng 
bacteria, ammonia may be lost into th e air if it is not utilized and 
converted into nitrate as fast as it is formed. Losing ammonia into 
the air under these conditions will produce a low nitrogen-recovery 
rate from the use of cyanamid. This is true of all fertilizer materials 
which d compose in the soil with the llberation of ammonia, such as 
ammonium sulphate and cottonseed meal (20). 
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CYANAMID AND THE MICRO-ORGANISMS OF THE SOIL 
Cyanamid produces unusually large increases in the number ot 
organisms in the soil (2), the maximum increase ordinarily occuring 
Within two weeks after application. The rate of increase in numbers 
depends upon the quantity of cyanamid applied and the temperature 
of the soil. Both the llme and calcium cyanamide content of cyanamid 
are very important in promoting increased bacterial activity. Under 
favorable cond itions in the soil, the cyanamid nitrogen is almost 
completely transformed by bacteria (12). 
Usual ly, in conducting experiments to determine the effect ot 
Cyanamid on the soil organisms, the quantities used are far in excess 
ot fi eld practice. However, when cyanamid Is added to the soil Jn 
the amounts per acre usually employed as a fertilizer, the number 
ot bacteria present in the soil is first decreased, as a result of the 
liberation of hydrated lime and fr ae cyanamld, and then markedly 
increased, after the caustic effects disappear (26). 
EFFECT OF CYANAMID ON SOIL REACTION 
Long-continued studies have shown that when a compound ot 
ammonia (or urea) is decomposed in the soil, an acid condition ls 
Produced (23). If the soil is not well buffered the acid condition 
brought about by such materials as sulphate of ammonia, for instance, 
may assume such proportions as seriously to lower the productivity 
Of the soil. The use of such fertilizing materials, therefore, will 
sooner or later develop the necessity of applying lime to correct the 
acidity of the soil. 
Lime can be applied separately to counteract the acid-forming 
tendency of such a fertilizer material. However, some investigators 
believe that the most feasible way of adding lime is ln the synthetic 
fertilizer itself. This calls for the production of a nitrogen material 
Which contains lime, or some other product that ls physiologically 
basic. 
Cyanamid is such a product. It causes a progressive increase in 
alkalinity during the first five to ten days after lts application (22). 
Later this alkalinity decreases somewhat. The final result, however, 
is a di stinct change in the pH toward alkalinity. 
Cyanamid gives satisfactory results on very acid soils. When 
Used in conjunction with superphosphate and kainlt on unlimed soils, 
higher crop yields are often obtained than with ammonium sulphate. 
The favorable effects of cyanamld are attributed to its ability to 
reduce the acidity of acid soils. In this respect lt is svperior to 
Sodium nitrate or basic slag (25). 
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INFLUENCE OF SOIL FERTILITY ON FERTILIZING ACTION 
OF CYANAMID 
Cyanamid is not adapted for use on acid-humus soils, nor to light 
sandy soils containing very little clay or organic matter (3). On 
such soils the results are improved by the use of manure which 
supplies the necessary micro-organisms for transforming the urea to 
nitrate. 
Cyanamid should be applied to or cultivated into moist sol\. If 
well worked into the soil the rate of change from cyanamid to urea 
is increased (8). Nitriflcation begins and is completed much more 
rapidly in soils rich in organic material and in clayey soils than in very 
sandy soils. 
rn soils that have a low moisture-holding capacity, in highly acid 
or very alkaline soils, or in those containing little or no organic 
matter, cyanamid does not produce optimum results because these 
conditions do not foster the best growth and development of the 
bacteria that serve to transform it into ammonia and nitrate. The 
conditions which are most favorable to ammonification , nitrification, 
and like bacterial processes In the soil are also most favorable to 
the most effcient action of cyanamid. 
CYANAMID IN MIXED FERTILIZERS 
When cyanamid was first introduced, it was frequently stated that 
it could not be mixed with superphosphate, since It caused "reversion" 
of phosphate and loss of nitrogen ( 4). The quantity of nitrogen lost 
from such mixtures Is normally of little consequence. However, there 
may be a reduction in the availability of the phosphoric acid of the 
superphospbate. 
A mixture of one part of cyanamid with ten parts of super-
phosphate may result in the conversion of all "water-solu·ble" phos-
phoric acid Into "citrate soluble"; and one 'part with five parts of 
superphosphate leads to a change of the whole of the phosphoric acid 
into di-calcium phosphate. The citrate-soluble and the di-calcium 
phosphate both are quite available to plants. 
Cyanamid is an excellent conditioner for use in the formulation 
of mixed fertilizers, producing a mixture which is easly dri lled and 
not liable to cake (1). The lim e neutralizes any free acids In the 
mixture, thereby preventing bag-rotting. It improves the mechanical 
cond ition by Its drying action. 
Commercial fertlllzer mixtures in which cyanamid has been used 
at a rate of not to exceed 60 pounds per ton usually contain little or 
no calcium cyanamide in a few hours after they are mixed. Urea 'ts 
the chief of the nitrogenous-transformation products, but small 
amounts of other compounds are also formed. Dicyanodiamid does 
not form in quantities except where the cyanamid is mixed with 
superphosphate in proportions much higher than those commonly used. 
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Where large amounts of cyanamid are used in the preparation of 
cyanamid-superphosphate mixtures on the farm, the phosphate should 
be as dry as possible, and the temperature kept from rising appreci-
ably by mixing in small lots or thin layers. 
EFFECT OF STORAGE ON CYANAMID 
Under dry storage conditions, the loss of nitrogen in the storage 
of cyanamic1 is practically negligible (27). The loss of nitrogen suf-
fered by cyanamid has been ascertained by determining the actual 
ammonia evolved (11). Under the most severe conditions, that is, 
exposure for 50 days in a constantly-changing atmosphere saturated 
With water vapor, the loss of nitrogen amounted to only 2.05 per cent 
of the total nitrogen originally present. 
Storage of cyanamid for six to ten months does not generally 
reduce its effectiveness as long as it is well protected from damp-
ness (19). The determination of dicyanodiamid is considered to be a 
safe basis of evaluating the value of stored cyanamid. If the content 
of dicyanodiamid nitrogen is greater than 10 per cent of the total 
nitrogen, the effectiveness is reduced. 
When cyanamid, stored for seven or eight years and containing 
9.11 per cent dicyanodiamid, was compared with fresh cyanamid, the 
latter was twice as effective as the old material (24). 
It .is advisable to use fresh cyanamid for experimental purposes. 
The nitrogen of any dicyanodiamide formed from long storage in open 
bins becomes available only very slowly in the soil. 
CYANAMID AS A FERTILIZER FOR SUGAR CANE 
Experiments with cyanamid have been conducted on the fertiliza-
tion of sugar cane by the Louisiana Sugar Experiment Station, Puerto 
Rico Experiment Station, Queensland (Australia) Experiment Station, 
and the Java Experiment Station. 
Louisiana- In tests conducted at the Louisiana Agricultural 
Experiment Station (13), cane fertilized with cyanamid gave a yield 
of 18.52 tons In comparison with 18.62 for nitrate of soda, 17.63 for 
sulphate of ammonia, 19.32 for tankage, 17.19 for cottonseed meal, and 
17.18 for ammonium nitrate. 
The increased yields due to a standard application of 36 pounds 
ot nitrogen varied from 49.6 to 91.7 per cent when first-year stubble 
Was under consideration, and from 21.1 to 48.5 per cent for plant 
cane (14) (15). Ammonium nitrate gave the greatest increase In 
tonnage, followed by cyanamid, sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of 
soda. Ot the organic nitrogenous fertilizers, cottonseed meal gave 
better results than did tankage. 
In the source-of-nitrogen tests In 1928 and 1929, six different 
materials were used; nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, cyanamld, 
Urea, calcium nitrate, and leunasalpeter. The Increases were profit-
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able in all cases . Nitrate of soda gave the highest returns, with 
leunasalpeter, sulphate of ammonia, calcium pitrate, cyaoamid, and 
urea grouped closely together in the order named, showing an average 
increase of about 10 tons of cane from an application of 36 pounds o! 
nitrogen per acre (16). 
Four rates, 20, 40, 60, and 80 pounds of nitrogen per acre, of the 
more common carriers, sulphate of ammonia, cyanamid, calcium ni-
trate, calurea, and nitrate of soda were replicated twice on a very 
uniform body of Yazoo very fine sandy loam, where the stand of cane 
was extremely even (21). The yield in tons of sugar cane per acre 
showed, in nearly every case, a steady increase up to applications of 
80 pounds of nitrogen per acre, whereas the pounds of sugar per acre 
indicated no economic return beyond the 40 pound rate. There was 
llttle difference In the action of the several carriers of nitrogen. 
Four years' experiments with different sources of nitrogen on 
plant cane and three years' results on stubble cane, conducted on 
Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils, have been reported (17). In 
addition to 36 pounds of nitrogen per acre, each plot received the full 
ration of phosphoric acid and potash (36 pounds of P20• and 35 pounds 
of K oO per acre) except the check plots, which did not• receive any 
fertilizer. The sources of nitrogen were: sodium nitrate, ammonium 
sulphate, urea, cyanamid, and calcium nitrate. 
There did not seem to be any material difference in the ·tonnages 
produced by the different sources of nitrogen , although urea did not 
produce quite as much as did the other sources. 
The increases due to the nitrogen fertilizer used on plant cane 
were not profitable. The cost of the fertilizer and the cost of appli-
cation very nearly equaled the value of the additional cane produced. 
Nitrogen produced greater increases in stubble than in plant cane. 
Phosphoric acid and potash used alone were not profitable, but all 
the increases from the use of nitrogen were very profitable. The 
different sources of nitrogen produced about the same increases, ex-
cept that the increase from calcium nitrate was slightly higher than 
any of the others. 
Puerto Rico-In experiments conducted in Puerto Rico, the sev-
eral nitrogen materials were applied at the rate of 144 pounds of 
nitrogen per acre in two applications at an interval of two months 
(5). Cyanamid produced nine to thirteen tons per acre more cane, 
and one and one-half to two and one-half more 96° sugar per acre, 
than did any of the other nitrogen materials. 
Five experiments conducted at Guanica Centrale in Puerto Rico 
indicated that tankage is a more effective source of nitrogen than 
ammonium sulphate or sodium nitrate (18). The two experiments in 
which cyanamid was used indicated that this fertilizer was more 
effective than any of the others. 
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Australia-The Australian experiments were with different forms 
of nitrogen applied to sugar cane (plant crop) at the rate of 100 
pounds of nitrogen per acre (9). Tbe yields, in tons of sugar per acre, 
were as follows: dried blood 8.5; ammonium sulphate 7.8; nitrolime 
(Cyanamid) 7.8; nitrate of ammonia 7.4; and nitrate of soda 7.3. 
Java-In Java, out of 59 tests, the yield of cane produced by 
using cyanamid was equal to that produced by ammonium sulphate 
in 29 cases, less in 25, and more in "five (10). On the basis of sugar 
Per acre the yield from cyanamid was equal to the yield from am-
monium sulphate in 22 cases, less ln 27, and more in nine. The 
average in favor of th e ammonium sulphate was 2.5 per cent on cane 
Per acre and 2.0 per cent on sugar. 
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Time of Application, :Mississippi Alluvium, l!'irst-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) 
ion , l\11ss1ssippi Alluvium, First-Bottom o ils (Yazoo S ries) 
lOO lbs. Cyanamld-Appli d in ~'urrow Before Planting In Fall 
1'1:10 !•;st. of 11. L. Laws• .. ....... ... Turned under . .. .. POJ 213. ~30 P ophu· Grove Pltg. Co . . . . . . . . . 'h turned under POJ 213 
111.021 -
TABLE II FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE 
- Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Ynzno Serles) .._ ___________________ _!_~~l ~is=s~is~-s~iEP~P~i...:A~ll~u~v~lu~n1~,~l~~i1~-s~t~-B'.::'.':o~t ~o~n~1~s~·o~l~ls~(~Y~a~z~.o~o~S~;e~r~le~s~)~----------------------11 
•V• 
F.. G. Robichaux o .....•........ 2 yr. uncler ..... l'OJ 213 .......• . _l~--2'"'1-.u-4_1 __ 2~0~:~;,~13~bo~s/.~c~~~·a~~~:~.1.1~;~~id~(~l~~e~1c~.:~0~1=N~o~2:1~Fo~~;~J~~~~1ll~iz:e~r~:~~·:Ug::i}ii,~iT· -~$'113~3~~:~14~it-:-_ _._-:-: -: .... -:_.~_.-:-_:-:-_..If/:-:-:-:-_.-:-_ .:-_ .:--_.:--_._:--. :l/1:-:2-.~:--~:--. _'.:--~-:-~-:-·_.~cTl~y~a~~~a=::'~n~id:::-:/<~:1~_.o~ .. o~:~Jb:: -~ .. ~c~:Y/;a::_~~ .. a::m~ .. ~.'.d~: >~_·,/-.-_.-_.-_.-_. .-. -. _.-_.,/-_.-_.-_. .-. -... - .. -.. -.. ! r----:-.~-.' Godchaux Sugars ......•....... l'urned under ..... POJ 213.......... 21.07/ 18.26 9.61 71.71j 83_70 79.94 SOU) .. I 2J.1 l~~ t. or ll. . Minor' ...... .. ...... rurned under ... . POJ 36-l\f......... 13.Hll 16.0·I\ 12.u2 7 .o61 23 93 ·2 83 .96 80.H 1 · · · · · · · ·. ·1· · · ·1 i.o5, . · ·10.i:1 · · · ·7·2 0 
1
. · · · · · · · · I······· ·· l 2.f i ·l W. Supple's Sons• ..... • ....... A.It. rows under ... P .J 21:! . . . • . . . . . IU.271 13.45 9.5:i 70.~0lj ;~g --~, 45 _70 41.97 ."::. . . / : · :: .............. .. ....... · • .. · .. · .· ..... 5 .. . · .· .· .2 .. 4 .. 1._8_- 4_·1.· .· .· .·8.·4._- 6.· 41.· .· .· ·. ·.8 .. 0 ... ~. ~. · · · ... . Dugas & LeBlanc .... , ......... rurned under ..... POJ 213 ........ 2,;.s.1 15. o 12.19 ;;:~~,- ;~~~--~ 101.57 97.75 · · ··· · ·· ···I ·:::·::1.::::·::· .. ... .... .. ···I ···· ·· ·· I· · ······ 27.1 
ma l'lanlations .... . .......... Turned under• .... f'O.J 2:H .. - . . . . 8.291 15.201 11.56 76. O 14 _86/ 14;,.0J I . . . 13. 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.05 loi.12 11.69 
-- Coasta l Pi-ulrie Sed!mentnry Solis 11>. l. >--~-,-;---,.--,---~-------~--~~-.,...-__:C~'~o~a~s~tn~i~P;1;·a~i~r~i e'.__'.;S~e~d i1~11~e~n~t~a~ry~~s~o~il±s..=---.--____ ,...,...-.-,-,.----:;-;;-;;--;;-;----;;;1ii!;tt~-7"il:20f--C6~·uc-.3~s~I · ··l--·=··=·==:=-f1~.:..:::::.~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,--~--,-~-~-lll-_.:.:::J 
-
i:s'.__ ,-
1 _:L'.:....:J!..:..._~L~~f:=========~~~!:~~~~=~~~~;-;-;..?::=-~;.==~~[=~~?:1::=~1~2'.:_-3:!_" 1~IL_~7'._'.7'.: . ~5 "~-/'.__~2~0~0'..::5'.::·9::Jl __ ...:7.::0:;· 2=-0:.!'---:==i- - . 11·1,·."s· 1:ss.·1. 1i· 1·il1·-· R· e. d .. r. ; 1·v·e11·· s. e. d. 1·n·1·e,·1lt·a·,.·Y· · s~o· i.l"I · . . · · · · · · I· · · · · · · · · 11 ·1 _ .. ,mdi·y .......•. ..• . • . . .. Turned under .. POJ 213 . . . . . 11.7111 1:un , --:=:==J:=:=~F:_·,~~~~~;'~~~-~~~~!'._~-~~~;====:::=====1c=== ~---;;;;:;-;;;;::--:::--~===========-=--===-~~ll~T~is=s'.!_is~·s~-i~fl~fl~l-~R~e~d~l~{~iv~e:_:•1·~s~e~d~1t~n~e~n~L~a~1·y~S~'o~!~ls~=-::=-==.---;;;::-:;Ti-2"1iiiil.iil-""'77ioii:· .6o77f-::=7~2~-!s"~' ---1- · · I .. ·I· . . . . . . ·I· ~teriln!; Sugars ll arvested' . t>OJ 213 .... ·.... l ·l. ll:ll 11.221 IU.!!U I 75.HI 21U 0·61 
_ Mli;i;issippi Alluvium, l•'irst-Bottom ~~i'l·s· (Y~;.~~I~~;.;~~)· ·· I· · · · · · · · 1 q ---------===============·~~t~i~ss~i~l:!~s~i1~>1~,1~A~l~l~u~v~iL~1n~1~.~F~i~rs~l~~~o~tt~o~n~1~8~o~ll~s~(~Y~<~tz~o~o~S~e1~-1~e~HI)::,.=_-,---;u-;::-;:~:tTiT;;;;:--------===Jj 10 I I===========:9'~h~e~·c~k~-~"'o~l~·'~e;r~tl~ll~z=e~1·Stfl.3i-8:CT4f.-:-;-:-:--:-:-11~· . ·I· . . • . . . • I U lbs. Cyanamid ao Jo 
i30 
30 
-,, 83.3 41 .. • · · · · · · · · · · I ~ \V. Sup11le"s Sons ..... . ... lf.? turned under ... I' J 213 . . . . ·..... J!;.5:l 15.30 11.391 74 ·30 2381. 31 119.251 ... · · · · · · · ·:::.: :/·:· ·· ····I : : : .":·I:::::.:.: : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · · ·1 · · · · · · · · ·J· · · · · · · · · 8 · G. Robichaux Co .......•...... Tul·ned under . . .. PO.I 234 . . . • .. . . . 16.115 16.90 H.03 8 2-80 3 1~~ - ~ ]4 5.221 · .. • · · · · • · ... · 1 · · · ···Ii········· 1 . ... ....... ..... . · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · \,~u\:; Cl.l'oast o ......•......... !'urned under ..... P00 .r 21 a1 .. · · · · · · . . 19 .~~ 17.15 11 ~-~~1 ~i : ~:! ~ 3 50:9 82.28j · · · · · · · · · -·. : : ~- ... : : : : : : : : . . . : : : : : : · · .· .· .· · .. · · · .. · · . . · ·. · .... · . · .. : :_ :_:: · .. 1 ·.· ·. ·. ·. :_ · .. · .. : _: · .. · .. :: _: _: _: _: _: --·~-~~e~r~gc_:_ro~n~~~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-l'~u~rn~ed~~u~n~d~e~r~-~-:...:...f~>~.J~2~1~:~.;·~·~~·~·~·~·:-:---jl~3~.8~·o~-_ili5~.l~l--2.:!-~·~--~~~o~.;~,9!_[__~3~o~7~2~-2~1-__:l~0~7~.5~2~.=·=·=·=··=·=·=·~, :---. Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 IY. I ii lli.l2 l:l .O I I llllssisstp11l-lled Hiver Sedimentary Soils ~ J\I issh:;Hil>tJi-Hed Ri v111· Sedim<1ntary Soils 031 " · l .121 15 801 12 "7! 
20.0l 










~ 'verag-e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .......... - . . . . . . l ti.!17\ 16.07 ~ ...... ·I Con.stat Pmirle Sedimimtary Soils ..---~ h""A. l'atot1t Coasta l Prairie Sedimentary Soli s 80. IOI 273.i.ll 95.73.I ······· - -~1i ss 1 .·:sil1J. pi ·A·l·iu·v··l lu111, E•'!1·s·t .!'otL0· 1·1,· S~olii·s · (·Yazo· olS·n·, .·i es·)···I········· , --- & Sons . . . ....... l'u1·ned under i'OJ 23 I .. · . . . . l 1. 911 111.2:,1 J:l.Ul I " · o · .. ·, r--- l\11ss1sslppi Alluvium, l•'irst- llollom Soi ls (Yazoo Serles) 200 lb 
-,,_ ___ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'.:_~~ik~=N~o~F~'e~rCt=ll=iz=,e~1~-)~•~C:::======~/-=:;;i,~~;:;~~~~~~s~.~~~·ah1~1a~n=1il~d~(C~h=ec=·k~~N~o~F=e=rill~li~z~e;r;•:_-i-iil."27Y--liiiJiull 1 j N FerL!lizer (Chee 20 uu1 'lwc:k o OO I . ... , . · U 0111 l " ll71 a1 "l o2 1 2;,12.u1 e9. . . r · e or A . o. 12 .821 80 771 3700 71 1"1.2-, 1 -~- 1 ,,. J 81 12.ao1 ° · ' im Pfllicalion, Missl l:!s lpp! · · ~ 82.3U 21. 1, 
=
=I '=o=p=la=1=· =G=·=ro=v=•o=· =J='l=t=g-~. =C='o=~·· ~--~·~·±·i·~-~-~'h~. ~l=u~1~·n~1e~d~u~n~d~1=· ~~p~(~)J§~2frl f!lj. ~-~-~-~- ~-~-~-~~ril ~I ~-U~"tl ~~~~~~~~~1~1~2'.~~§~~;=;~;;;;;;:;;=.~ Alluvium, Pirs t -13otwm Solli; (Y,tzoo L• 1 
I 
Soils ( \' :umo S.-r N< , . 200 lb C 
- "" '" t'S) '1'1n1 ~ 
l\l illike11 & 1ru1·w 11 
A . 'Vllbert·s Sons 
Avt.•ra.ge 
1'1n1e or Am11~aLk»1, ~lssisslppt A1Juv~m.~~~1~r~s~~~H~o~t~t~o~m~~~~~=~~,1~,,~~~~~~N~o~)~e~rtf1~11~z;e~r~~~~~~~~~~~/--11]bJ~~2IT1 -~-J~-~A~-r~~~fs~-~~,~~~1~1a~m~w~~A~p~p~1 1~e~d~~~~~1~1y~~=~~~~=~~jt~~~·· I 1 _, ·1 ·' 1 irn.:111 2aHr..s1 H6a3·.·911311 ··: ·.::.::: I 12.92/ 3.65' iu1I u.1a1 7U.881 2Hoa l j i tt 'I Ji,,a21 l :·.~31 ll8.13) 182"6.51 73.71 . . . . . . . . 15.02) 15. 2 13.95 8 15 2664.8 118.111 6.22 io;:_ . ... .. ...... . Ifnrveslecl .. ... P0.1 2:1 1.. . .. . . . · ' J ' 131 ~ ~ nlO 91 4.121 U 15 ) 1• , 41 B. · 93.271 21.87 1 -11 271 ,). l 2.8:11 84. 2 1. ~ 0 · • . __ _, 2.52) 2734.0) J • . . . . • . . . . . . . llarvesled' .. f'O.J 2:1 1 . . . · 1 i:;.231 S 9u.H9 11.0u 17 7 .•. . ...•. .. . . .. . .. 1 i.:. 
. . . ECOND-YEAR STUBBLE . TABLE III SECOND YEAR STUBBLE l\T1ss1ss1ppi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Y S • 11 (Yazoo Ser·ies) k No l•'e i·tllizer in 11130; 200 lbs. :mo lbs. Cyanamid (loo lbs C a.zoo Hit'H) ~IMsisHl11tJi Aliu\lun1 , Pl1~GHotto/_n_1 _s_'o~~~'~:'(~•;l~b=H~-~1~,Y~~~u;1 ,i~r111_1_d-~(~C1~~~~~~~~~ni~l~d~ii~1 ~1~ff>a~l~J~·~~~-~~~-~~~~r-~~~~~~~~-~2f1f~~-flb~:~a~n~~~m~·~l~d~a~n~d~203u~s~·L~11~iei1i11~h[ojs;p_h_n~t~e;in~i;u:3:0~0~n;d~11_Jz~o~o~lb~: 140.241 136. 12 22.15/ . Y<lnRmid In 1031)• 1 - i;o! la 311 1l1.201 4.oou.~11 108.21 iot.4 5 14 .371 ·. : :~ .. ··_II 15.10) 13 .221 84.25\ 42110. 11 supeq 0 d I' J 0 20.11:11 ."'· lS.Jl 83. 01 3093.o 16.02 13 .5.•1 8 , _87 150.181 140 3U _, ., KG. Robichaux 'o · ·- yr. tm r · · · · · - l:l · J 1 9 4119 37 37 "31 / • 28111 · """' · · ······ 11;.0 11 1 Jh.· 2·74 7s.48 n1u. - · u: ........ . rn.33 12 .1-1 7 ._ 011 - us.3vl 04.51 Godchaux Sugars ........ . . ..... ru1·ned und r ..... l'O.J 213. . ...... "i.GI\ J0.24 11_,1._1 ,I 81 _91 2759 .1 96.57 92.75 11.38', ··I 10 _0._,1 l".lO 82o_ 21 1111. 1 30_00 ,'l'-. l S i.; ~L.~11.' ~o~ ...... Tur~d u~H . Pill3RM. --~~·~1-~~!ou~- ~~~~~D~~~~~~~~~~~~~----1r--~~---~~~~~~~~~-~~=~~~=~2¥~L-~~&-~~-~~l--~·i3 A . •... 11.r. 2 J IJ. • 738.7 05.!!lll 92 0 I 10,3 n·rai;e · · · · · · · · · .. . . · (Cl eek No Fertilizer)3 250 lbs. yana Id ( 
· I Clwl'lc-No F'e1·tllize r 1 , • m hock No P ertlllzer) " 
God<"l1aox Sugars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l'urnf'd 
Hou th <"uast <...!o ....... . .... 'f'urnt•d 
1-;><t. or IL L. Laws ..•..... . .... . Turned 




Ol en wood Hugn.rH ••... 
HouLh ( '<><v t Co . . . . . 
. . . . ..... Turned unde1· 





. . . . . . . 
. ..... . 
- 10.11 :,1 iL::;I i~ :~~1 ~~:~~1 ;5~~:~1 ~~:~~,:::: ::::: IU.721- .... 6.~711 · ... 1.4.~~'- ... _1_0.-'.1 11 · ... 7_5.-35/· 2110.11 11 .!l l I ·2 9 72 71.92 1Gl6. 53.05......... 1 .0 I 7.15 13.171 . 8 07 45 .. '2" .... J l. 81!1 1: .o l 1:57 76.51 1975.4 69.14 . . . . . . . . 1 i. 51 6.9 11 13.65 9 75 71. IO A 126.21 ]2.23 14.9 2 
. . ,26 .21 
. . . . . . . • .. ya11amid ( h eck No Fertilizer)• 250 lbs ya id I- 2;,o lbs. · nam (200 lbs. 'yanamtd)• 371 77.631 2753.21 96.361 91.27 I I 
i'OJ 21:, • • ·• J5 .U l J l.l 7 ll.U f> 77.0l 25' 0 0.5) 90.32 86.9.3 .H r . . • . • . 14 "691 ll.ao 7o.1>5 2716. 0 
.. !'OJ 213 - 17.521 H .li 51 ll. 70.30 2407.7 84.27 79.18 1;·
41 1· .. " •. ·, l4.00) ll.3UI 78.071 2751.11 
. . . . . ... • . . JG.12 1 11.u6 n.21 •o 
- 17.44 1 . . I 14 .lla 11 .35 77.51 21aa.o 












1 7 • bj· :.t. Burgulcres Co Y.a harve8ted !:'OJ 21 !! iv_~r ·~- Ll. 121 1&. 051 11.1 71 H.051 211 ·I I.lo, 00.10 1a.:rn1 .. • ·I 15.8:!1 11.401 74_40 / 2052 _21 71 ~ All applicntions or f•t"tlllZf•r, yie lds, values and (ll'of\Ls ar , 
0
;-- ~ • ·--, lit i·cpresenti; value of cane I ss cost f !e1·Uiizer, exc Ill wher check plots were used. In such (•uses profit r "88 1 66 ·74 12 . 1 ac1· . hasil:I- l ro pr s n ts a ·tual prof\ t. •11 a vy black i; 1111 ( 'h 
'l'i 
PLANT CANE1 PLANT CANE1 PLANT CANE1 PLANT CANE1 PLANT CANE1 Mississippi A lluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bot tom Sofls (Yazoo Serles) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Solis (Yazoo Serles) :Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom S oils (Yazoo Ser ies) Mississippi Alluviu m, First-B ott om Soils (Yazoo Series) 200 lbs. Ammonium Phosphate 11-48-0 200 lbs. Superphosphate 100 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphosphate 
lfucrnRI &~ su~~I ~M~ I Sup~ I ~ne, I Profit ~Y-ie_1_d_,~11_n_c_r_~_s_e_,+l_BM_x_~1Ls_u_m_~_s_e~l_P_u_M_t_Y~1_s_u_g_a_r_,~_c_a_n_e~,~1_P_r_o_fi_t~ l-Y-i_e_hl_,~~'1-n_c_~_a_s_e~,~'-B-1_·i_x_1l_s_u_c_r_o_s_e~ILP_u_1_u_y_~l_s_u_g_a_1_·.~-c-a_n_e_,~l_P_ro_n_t~~Y-~_1_~-~~-c-re_a_s_e_,tl_B_r_1_x_tl_s_u_c_r_o_s_e~'~P-•_rr_1_~_~1_s_u_g_a_·_~~!_c_a_n_e_,~ILP_ro_ft_t 1~-Y-~_1_d:,~~B=M=x~~'-s-u_c_r_o_~~1_P_u_r_it~y-~'-S=u~g:a:r~~ 1~c=a=n=e:·~'~P~r~o=ft=t~ ..!lll __ T_o_n_:_.9_9-:-l- 1-6-.6-0~,l--1-2-.-o"""'olc- -7-7.-2-0+l -P-o-~-;-3d-ls-.4-!-!l-v$a-l~-~-~-10...;j'---$--7.-3-4 1 To~:.15 Ton:.131 15.401 12.061 78.30 I Po~;:4~6(1 ~:~~~06IJ $-0.93 To;;_451 Ton:.431 15.70 12.3,1 78.801 Po~t~::.811 ~~l6u5~721 $-1.15 Tons . _~~~~ __ I .. ..... .... .. -.. . ·' ·. _ .. .. . ·' -~0~.n-~~ .. -~al~~- 1 . . .. .. . . . . T·o·n·s· . . . . . ..... ·' · .. .. . .. . . . , . .. . ••. ~.0.~~c~~ · ' · - ~~-1~~- . 1 -1.14 14.00 10.26 72.77 3718.4 130.14 -9.78 33.08 4.67 1 13.221 9.45\ 71.27 4097.8 143.42 -S.68 31.34 2.931 13.82 9.92 71.42 <1079.5 142 .7 81 0.80 · · · · · - . .. . _ ....... · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · . .... - . .... - - .... . ... . .... ..... .. . .. . . ... _ . .. . . .. ...... . . .. ... •. . .. . . _ . .• _ . .. __ ... . . . .....•. r 1.42 15.oo 11.14 73.92 2648.3 02 .69 -1.80 11.20 1.64 15.901 11.08 76.30 2811.8 98.41 4.29 u .11 -1.64 H.11 11.77 74.89 2247.2 78.65 -8.96 · · .. . .. .. . .... .. . . - .. - . · ... .. ..... .. . ... . - . . _ ... .. .... _ .... ... .. .. .. ____ .. . ... .... .. .. .. .. .... _. _ .... .... .. .. ...... .. . . ...... . ~ -~:H H:H ~H~ ~H~ !~H:~ :~tH 2H~ ~E! tH H:H
1 
~tH ~H~ !HHt :~H~ 2tH ··· ··ff~~ · · ·~:"::~11 ···· ;~:~~11 ·····{;:~:1 ·· ;::{~ · ·;·fr::~1 ····1-~i:~~1··· ift~ : :::::::: :: ::::::: :::: : :: :: : ::: :: ::: :::::::: : :::::: : :: : :::::::: ::: :: :: :: ::: :: :: :: :: : : ::::: : :: : ::::: :: :: ::: :: ::::: ::::··· -- ··-·I:: :: ::::: -'·" '"" "" "·" '"" • """ -"·" ::::: ,::: :::::1 ::::: :::::I :::: !1 ;:::::I --:::: ;,,;;I ;,;;\ ii.o;I ;,,;, ii.;; ""''I ,,;,,;\ "" : : I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . . . . . . . : l : : : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. : : : : : : .. : : : J ... : : .. :..!----1 ·-4-2-'--~c~o7~~:~·:~71 'P~1~-a~~ir~~-25~S-ed~1~·1n--e7n-5~3-~~y~s-!~-~-~-2-· 5~l __ l_2-9-·-59_,_---2·-4-8 I f----~-'---__:J____,,C~o~a~s~ta~l~P"""r~al~r~le:.::..:;S~e~d~lm=-=e~n7ta~1~·y:-<S~o~il~s:...::.:.:..!..._.:..:.~.::.L--.:.:..:.:.:.i il--.:::.:.:.-!.-_ __::...:..:!_--=c~o~a~s~ta~l-P~ra_i~r;ie~SLe~d7im__:.en~t~a~r~y:-;:;So71"·1s=--_J.-~---''------·ll-~-~:..L...:...:...:..:-~_,_-----'-----_J.---___J~__:__:__:~·~·~·~·~·~·~··~·J..:...:...:....:...:....:._:_:_~l l----· -·~·-·~·~· ·~·~·-·-· ~·~·-· _· _··_·_·_· _·~·-·-· _· _· _··_·_·_,_· ·~·~·~·-· -· -·~· ~- ~· ~· ~--~·~·~·~· ~I-~-~-~-~- ~- -~·~· 3.221 15.181 11. 781 77.551 8352.81 117.381 21.51 18.7 2/ 1.351 15.611 12.881 79.861 3245.1\ 113.58\ 18.88 15.201 -2.17 \ 16.191 12.55\ 77 .51\ 2634.51 92.201 S.78 · · ··-····I· ..... · ·· I········ ·I ·-·· ·· · · ·I · · · · · ·· ·· I· · ·· · · ·· ·I· .\. · · · ·· · · · · ·· I· .. ... . ·I· · · · · ··· · I··· · · ·· · ·I· ··-· ··· ·I· . . . .. . .. \ ........ . ~I Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils Mississippi-R ed River Sedimentary Soils ~II ~:~~1 . ii::~i i~::;i ~:::~1 !~!~:;1 i!~:~~1 i~:~: ~~- ~i\ ~--~!11 i:·.~~) ii:~~/, ~~::~\ ;~:~:~\ ~:~:~! ! ~:~: : : : : : : : : I: : : : : : : : : I:: : : : : : : : I:: : : : : : : : I:: : : : ... ·.I: _  : ·. :_ : __ : _: :_ ·.· 11.: ·.· _: :_ ·.· :_ :_ :_ ·.· 11 ·.· I 3.66 14.72\ 11.00\ 78.81 4144.61 14 5.06 11.80 25.301 3.20 14.70 11.49 78.16 4029.3 141.08 1 6.84 ... ...... · · · . . ... . . . ..• .... ..... . . ..... . . 'l'ime ot Application, Mississippi Alluvium, Fil·st-Bottom Solis t 1~~~~--=-1 ~-,--~~-,--~~-,-~~~~~~~~~-: : :: ::: :: !::: :::::: I!:: :::::: :1: :: : : : :: :1:: :: :: : ::1:: :: : :: : :1: :: :: : : : :I::::::::: : :: : :: :: :/::::::: :: 1::: ::: :: :j :: :: :::: :1: ::::: :: :1: : :: :: :; :1:::: :: :: : · ·· ···· · ·I· .. ····· · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· ····I········· · ····· · ·I· .. 1 .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · .. · · · · · · · ..... .... . .. ... . . (Yazoo Series) 
Cyanamid and 200 lbs . Superphosphate-Applied in Furrow Before 
P lanting In Fall 
100 lbs. Cyanamid-Applied In Early Spring, March 6, 1931 L 3.681 15.691 12.2 41 77.99/ 4125.0I 144.361 0.42 
Time of Application, Mississippi Alluvium, Firs t-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Serles) 
200 lbs. Cyanamid-Applied in Furrow Before Planting In Fall 
.. ·1·· ...... I· .... ... ·1· ... -.. . ·1·· ...... ·1· ....... ·1· ....... ·1· ....... . ....... . ·I······. ··1·. ·- · ... ·1·. ·-· ... ·1·· ....... , .. ...... ·j· .. . · · · · ·· · ·····I · . . . .. · .. · .... ·· · · · · · · · ····· ···· ··· · ·················· · ········ I······························· · ·············· · ·· 
23.94\ 3.a11 16. 791 12.391 18.401 4124.0I 144.34\ 0.08 .. - I· ........ \ ..... ... . \ ....... . . \ ......... \ ........ -I·. · · ··· · · I · · · · · · · · · 
100 lbs . Cyanamid-Applied in Late Spring, April 28, 1931 
·· · ·I· . ... · ···I ·· ·· · ··· ·I··· · ··· · ·I···· · ··· ·I· · ·· ·· · · .J. · 
FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE 
I 
. I . . . . . . . . . 
.. . . . .. .. . : : : : : : :I: ::::::: :!: :::: :: : :I:::: :::: :I: ::::::: :I: ::: :::: :I::: :::: :: 
·I · .. ·I · ·· I····· · ·· ·I ·· · ·· ··· ·I· · ·· ·· ·· ·I········ ·I·· . .. ... . 
FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE 
FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Solis (Yazoo Series) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Serles) 
Mississippi Alluvium , First-Bottom S olis (Ya zoo Series) 200 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superi>hosphate (100 lbs. Cyanamid and 800 lbs. Cyanamid (lOO lb. Cyanamid)' 300 lbs. Cyanamid (200 lbs. Ammonium Phosphate 11_48_0) 3 300 l bs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphospha.te (200 lbs. 
FIRST-YEAR STUBBLE 
Mississippi A lluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) 
200 lbs. Superphosphate)3 
Superphosphate)• 
I . ! 15.30! 12.34 80.4.01 4.005.81 H0.20 136.38 22.791 ····- · · ··1 14.801 11.601 78.301 3<l73.2\ 128.56 122.54 25.471- ·· · ·····1 14.80 11.761 79.40J 4194.1\ 146.791 141.16 25.541··· · · ···· \ 15.1 01 12.071 79.70\ 4.325.81 $151.40\ il\H5.77 27.531 H.7 01 11 .56( 78.701 4484.3 $165.201 $147.87 
lbs . Cyanamid (100 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphosphate)3 
1::::. : :: : 13.53 10.49 77.53 3043.81 106.53 102.71 20.781....... . . 13.60 10.41 76.42 2962.5! 103.69 97.07 20.681. .. .. . . .. 18.78 10.40 74.69 2898.31 101.44/ 95.81 22.231 .:. . . . 13.201 1 0.03 75 981 2921 61 102.251 96.63 21-4 01 13.73 10.60 77.201 3000.7 105.02 97.19 












































_ ! .. .. -~-21:_28_ 20_ \ .... _86.66_-.61_ 97_ ~~:~~II>_: : :: : : : l i~::: i~:~g ;f ~~ ~~~~-:891 73.351 67. 12 15.28 15,88 12.37 1 s.281 2620.2 91.92 84.09 \:::: ::: ::
1
- · · · ·1·5·::io · · · · ·1·1:90 · · · · ·11:00
1
. · · ·2·1·0·0:2 · · · · ·;e-:66 · · · · ·72·:54 ;~:~~ :::::::: : I 16.10 12.22 \ 75.oo\ 1675.1 !~:~~ ~::~~ 
· 1 0.81 .... _ - . . . 1 5.40 11.51 1 4_ 10 2458.8 I ~~:~!\ :~::~ · · · '11.86
1
1
· · · · ·15·_40
1!· · · · ·12-.081 · · · · ·,-8-.40! · · · ·1·9·9·1-_9 · · · · ·6·9-_ 72 · · · · ·6·1-_89 1::.: . ... : 15.26 1 i.43 74 .80 4278_91 149.76 146.94 28.111 ........ ·I 15.56 11.54 74.15 4462.11 156.111 1 50.10 21.20 .... . . .. ·I 15.42 11.60 15 .20 4279.9 H9.8o 144 .11 28.01 1. ........ 15.ul 11.06 75.65 4H4.3 155.55 u9.92 21.19 15. 46 11.55 \ H.101 43so.o IDi.76 143.98 I··· ·· ···· 15.52 11.82 78.10 3151.3 110.30 106.48 19.16 ......... 1 15.23 11.67 76.60 S02S.4I 105.821 99.80 20.28 ... . •.... 1 15.13 11.62 76.33 3211.7 112.411 106.78 20.861·········1 14.99 11.47 76.44 3249.2 / 113.72 108.09 20.771 15.02 11.63 77.4 71 3277."!l( 114.72 106.89 Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Solis Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Solrs Coastal Prairie S ed im en tary Soils Coastal Prairie Sedimentary S oils ll~· ~...:....:.~· ~·~·i~-~1~5-~a~7LI _ _:::l~l~.4~6ll-=,-,7~4~.~55~lc.__:1~7~72~.~6Ll _ ___.::6~2~.0~4~1_.:._:5~8~.~22:1~-__:l~2~.a-4LI·_..:...:_.:....:.._· -~·~l=:--:1~6~.~37~1~c:-'.>~l;l.;4~6Ll--;:,.......;7;4~.5~1i~l-::-::-:::::-l9~0~8~.~71~ __ 6~6=. S~OLl _ ___:.o~u~.7~8~~--=-l~l.~8~7~1·_·_· ~· ~··~·~·~· ~1...,,.,..___;.l~5~.2~4~1~-=-~ll~-~l~9ll::--n:-A7~S~-4~2~1;:;;-;:~1~7Q7~40·4~1 __ 6_2_._1~01'---__ s_6_. 4_71!--~9-·~89~\~-~- ~- ~--~·-·_·_·l~::-;:;~175~-6~'0+I T>::-:;--1Tl~- 9~2~1::-:~~76~.~4~2LI -~1~6;1~4;-5il _ ___:.5~6~.&~l~l--~·o~.~8::j81--~1~2~.1~u~1-~1~5~.7~1~1--~12~.~l~21;---~7~7~.1~8~1 _::_=2;0~2~0~.7;\::.:_ _ 70-.-7-2_1 __ 6_2-.8-9 Mississippi-Red River sedimentary Soils Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils Mississippi-R ed River Sedimentary Solis Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary S oils 1-~-~-~-~--~·~·Ll-,----,-:1~4.~5~5Ll_..;,l~l.~a~41!,_-,...,--~77~.~8-9l~-.,.;2~22~2=.8~l'-=--~7~7~.~80~1 __ 7~S~.9~8~1~--=-14~._8.~'l_·;c;-;.,.--,-·~··~l-,----.,..,l~4-.7-.4~\-=--or;l~l-.377~\:-:-,--7-7~.0~4~1-:---.2~3~2~37.0~l-n:::::T8~1~. 3-1Ll __ 7~5~.2~91 1 _ __;1~5~.l~O~l_· ~·~· ;i-;··~·tl:::::.--i-.1~4~.0~4~\::;---il~0~. 4~8~1~:;:;n7\4s.2io7ulS(~2fi1~20~.-02llsetie.7~4._2_l~I ~-68_._6~811-~-l-4.-=5~7~1·_:· ~-~--~·~·~·~·1 __ 1~8~.~98~\ __ l~0=-7~5~\ __ 7~6~.9~8~l-~2~1~5~4~.9il _ __:7~5~. 4~2i\ _ __:6~9~.7~9·11-=:..:....:..:..:.~- -~-l~-~- ~--~-~- ~- ~··il~·-~-~-~- ~- ~--~·~l-~·~·-=·~- ~-·~·~·1l·~·~-~- ~-~- -~·~·1l·~-~-~-~-~--~·~·LI·~· ...:..:...:._:_.:__:_:_ Mississippi Alluvium, F irst-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) 1- Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Serles) 200 lbs. Cyanamid 200 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphosphate 800 lbs. Cyanamid --~l~l-:l_l_l __ l_l_:_l4l__::.:::_::l :!~-l~!::l::..::.:-=,:!~!~:j~i~-~i4!~i~l-::~Sl--l~i~l~.:j~!.,.--~!~!~:l~lcll---:-!~!:~l~!.-~~l~l=:!~!,,..::~_:!~!~:!~l;:-;----:-!!~:7.l~!l~\::...::......::.:::l~!~:!~l::;.::_--'.l~l~l~l~:!"l--,!"!!";:~!7l'l--,,;~i~:!=!I ~:-:-::_:_2-~-1-8~1:_:_: _:-::-9:--7-5T1_:_: ___ 1_5-:2-:2,_::~: ~::~~~:l:::~i~~~:-=:~:~:~7:~8:~-~~~T:~:~:~4~8~4~~~~1~:~::~.:~16~9~:~541: 1~:~-~--:~::~8.~9l4·lr: :~·~:~:-. ': -: ':':-: ~. ;--:-:_:_:_:1~:-:':-:'.~:l:_:_:T:_:_:_:_: _:_::-:·'J_: _: __ :·_:_:_:_: ':':_:_:_: _::-:.-:-:'J_·_:_:_: _:-::-:.-.. -::_:_:_:_: --~:il-:-::_:_·_:_· _:'·1_:_: -- -:- :-:-.-.':_:_: _:-: :_:_:-.'l_:_:_:_:_:_: __ :'7:1-.---::_:_:_:_: _: ~:-: -.-: -::-.- .-.-1;-.:-:_:_:_:_:-.: 
L---.:..:.::..::.!M-is-s~is:_s::i~p~p\...i-R~e~d-=R;;;.i v~e.Lr-,,S:-:e-:;;d.,-lm-:-:-e-:-!n-:-ta_r_y~S;...o::,.ll~s!__ __ _,_ ____ l l-----'---_::_-.!,M~ls-s-:-is-s-:-l-:-p-:-p;-.,l-Rn:e•d-Rn;:lv7e2-:r-;::S:-:e"'"d7im-en-'-:-:ta:-r::-y-;::S;::o,-;il::::s'------"----I Mississippi-Red River Sed lmentary Soils 
6 901 15 541 12 60) 81.101 5236 s1 183.271 18.46 .· ·. ·. ·. ·_1_1_ .. 8_1_· 1· . . · ·. ·. ·. ·.6·_.9_5_)·. ·. ·. ·. ·_1_6_ .. 8_0_11'·  ·. · .. · ·_1_3·_.2_2_1 ·.· . . · ·. ·.7.9·_.3_0_1·. ·. ·. ·_s._2._o._2·_.2_1 ·_ · .. · ·_1._1._2·_. 0_·1.1 ·. ·. ·.·. ·_2._s·_.4_5_ :11.nl 8.76) rn.001 11.841 78.501 5127.9\ 179.471 11.05 .... . . .. ·1· ····· ·1· . .. . . . . ·1· . ..• . .. ·1 ...... I I I I I l I I I ; :~~ i~:~~I i;:~~I ~~:~~ :~~::~1 i!~:~~I i!:~~ \ ~::~g ::~~ ig:~gl ~=:~~ ;::~g !~~!:~I i;::i~/ :g:~i . : : .. : . : : : : : : : : ·I· . : : .. : . . : . : : : : : : : . : : . :: : : : : : : :: : I::::::::: I::::::::: . : :: : : : : l::::: :-: :: :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : :: :: : : : : : :: :: :: : :: :i::::::::: Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soils Coastal Prairie Sedimentary Soi ls Coastal Prairie Sedime nta ry Soils 2.1ai 15.oo i i2.s91 10.101 2950.31 loa.261 l.68 18.631 3.121 u.90/ 1i.8s1 10_501 so9S.61 108.211 2.80 17.791 2.s81 15.001 11.n1 78.201 2897.31 Mississ ippi A lluvium, J<,it·st-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) Mississippi Alluvium, l<'irst-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Serles) 101.401 2.84 ... .. . . . ·I· ....... · I· .. - . . .. ·I· .. - .... ·I · ....... · I· .... . ·I········ ·I···· · ···· .. . . . . ·I· ·· ·I ·· ··· ··· ·I········ ·I·· ····· · ·I···· · -· · · I·· · ······ 
I 200 lbS. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphosphate (100 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Cyanamid (100 lbs. Cyanamid) 3 200 lbs. Superphosphate)• ~1 ~~0~_~4 2~1~-::1~6~.0~371 ~-::-12~.~86~1~---,8~0~. i~o"l~~a~8~06~.~61~---;-;13~a~.2~3•1~-.3°s.n9°911----;2~0~.9~:!LJl~~.6 .•3~31,----:1u5~.9~o~1..:..::.~1~2.~0~5l~:.:.::::1~9~.5~4~l:!__'s~111no.1111~119!29~.~85ITl~~2~8•.5noll-~~---;_ 11. -. -.. -.-. -.. -.•1.- .-.-. -. . -.-. 1. 1--~-~--~- ~-~--~·Tl~·-'-~-~--~-~-~-1[. ~. l . . ~.l.~. -. . 11-.. ~.-- -. -.. - .-.11.-. -. -.. -.-.-.. -1 1~. ~--~- .--. . - .•1.- .-:--, .. - .-.-.1.1-. -.. - .-.-. -.. - .T\.- .-.-. -.. - .-.1. 1-. -. -. . -.-. -.. -.•1 .-.~~---;_1~. -. -.. -.-. -. . - .71-. . -.-. -. . ~-11-~~-.-.-. 1~.-. .....!..~ . - .71-.. -.~.-.-.-. 1~.-. -.. - .-. -. -. . -:-1-. . - .-. -. -. . -.-.~1 .-. -. -.. -.-. -.. -1-. . - .-.-.-.. - .-. Application, l\llississlppl A lluvium, Flrst-Bottoru Soils (Yazoo Serles) 'l'lme of Application, Mississippi Alluvium, l•'lrst-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) 
-
200 lbs. Cyanamid- Applied at Normal '.l'ime 200 lbs. Cyanamid-Applied Late 
i 




~~:~! : : : : : : : II : : : : : : : : : II : : : : : : : : : 1': : : : : : : : : II: : : : : : : : : I: : : : : : : : :l: : : : : : : : : II: : : : : : : : : .. .. . . . ·I· . . . . .. 'I" ... ... ·I · .. .. ... ·I· . . . .. .. -i- ....... · 1 · ....... t . . . . . . . . . ...... · I· ... . ... ·I · . . .. . . . ·I· . .. .. . - ·I· .. . ... . · 1 · ....... · 1 · . . - . . . . . 12.99 ' ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ·I· ............ '. . . . : : : : : : : : I::::: :::: I::::::::: I::::::::: I:::::: : : : I::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : I: ::::: : :: . : : : : : : : : I::::::::: I:: ::::::: I::::::::: I: :::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i~~---1-~~~sE=c~o~N~D~-Y~E=A"':"=R~S~T~U~B~B~L~E=---'""~~-'--~~i i~~_:.-~-..:..!~S-E~C~O~N~D~-Y~E~ALR;_;_:_;_S~T~U~B~B~L~E...:...:.L:..:...:...:...::...:..:...:...:..!.:..:...::...:..:...:...:...:...:.ii_:_:_:__::..:..:.__:_:...:_L:...:..:..:_~SELC~O~N~D~-LY~E~A~R_;__:J_:_ST_:_:_:_:U~B~B~L~E:...:..:...:._:...:...:J..:__:_:_:._:..:..:...:...: Mississippi A lluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Serles) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Serles) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo Series) Mississippi Alluvium, First-Bottom Soils (Yazoo S eries) Cyanamid and 200 lbs . Superph osphate (100 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 ~00 lbs. Cyanamid (tuO lbs. Ammonium Phosphate 11-48-0 In 1930; aoo lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphosphate (Superphos1>hate Alone C osphate In l030; 200 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 S"uperphosphate 1931)• 300 lbs. Cyanamid in 1931)• In 1930; 300 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphosphate In 1931)• 4oo lbs. yanamid (lOO lbs. Cyanami_d In l 930; 300 lbs. Cyanamid in 1931)3 . .... . · I 16.061 13.381 83.401 4339.81 161.891 146.87 ia.441 ....... . ·1 15.901 13.s11 84.101 4526.61 158.431 162.80 25.22\ ....... - ·I 15.7u/ 13.02\ 82.651 4700.41 164.511 156.us 25.751-. ·· .... ·I 14. 501 11.851 81.701 4340.91 101.9a l 144.49 ... . .... ·1 16.04 13.281 82.76 2891.6 101.21 95.19 16.89 ......... 15.98/ 13.661 85.48 3360.71 117.62 111.99 18.57 ... . . · · · ·1 16.03 13.2 4 82.59 3518.3 123.14 116.Sl 19.491. · ·· ... _ ·1 15.13! 12.231 80.83 3370.6/ 117.97 110.53 16.38 12.88 78.63 1490.21 52_16 46.14 5.95 ........ ·I 16.471 13.04\ 79.121 1084.21 37.951 32.32 8.10 ....... . . lG.48\ 13.15 79.76 \ 1495.81 52.351 44_52 1.18 . · · · . - . . . 16.44 12.921 79.14 1296.31 45.87 37.93 i: ::::: : : : 16.16 U.18 Sl.60 2907.21 101.75 95.73 1--.:1::5·:...:4;,3.L:·~·...:,·;.·~· ~-~- -~·...!.1~_1:;6~ ..::.1 Q::J":-:-:--.:1;3.::3~6LI --=-=8~2.;..:.9~0L--,..,,2:,:9:,:9~0:;:.5:'..!...-=-.:1~0.:.4·::6_:_7~-...:;9::9~. 0:_:4~11---=l~7=.S=O.L:I ·~·-=·~· ~· _. _ . . _._,_ __ 1_6_._09_,_ _ 1_a.~1_4!___ _ _:8_:1.:.:6=6J__8::2::3:.:8::.:.2:..!l _ _:l.:.1::3·.:.3~3LI -~1~0~5:.:..5:.:0i 1---=1~7~.4_7.!-I ·_·_·_·_· _. ~- -~-J_ __ 1~5:..:.·~36:..!_  _:1~2.~3~3L__ _ _:8~0:.:..5:.:6.Ll _~3::0:..:.0=2::.:.6:.!l _ _.:.1~05~.~0_:9L__.:_9_:_7~. 6:.:5 : C d lb C Id) • 250 lbs. Cyanamid and 200 lbs. Superphosphate (200 lbs. Cyanamid and 260 lbs. Cyanamid (100 lbs. Cyanamid)" 300 lb c 'd (3 lb id s 250 lbs. yanami (200 s. yanam 200 lbs. Superphosph ate)• s . yanam1 00 s. ya.nam ) l .... ~~~1 ---- !~!!1 ···· ~1~ - -- ~~~~l --- !~~~~l --· ~~I~ ---· ~~!! 1---~-f~1~}~l---i-}~~l-~~~~~~i5~~-~-~~l~~i~\~~~~i~J~~ l_,__2~ii~~~-~6~i\--17i-~:_i_i7)--:~~~j~i1~:-: -- -. -~-~-0-2Tl: _____ :_:_s~.~~~11~-:~- :~~~~2~.8~.21:!_:_:_:_:-: ~-:-~-~r1:-.-:---~-0-:2-~71_: _:_-~-~-~-~--3,_j ________ -,-~-~-~11.---.-:-:-~-~~-~~~-~i!~~~~~tr;~-~i~i~iT\-~i~~~j~·~rr\-~~~i~~;~~~)--~~~f~.i~irl-~i~~~~~~~:~~(--1,~~~~~~~~~\ -7~7i~~~~l~_-_ -: -:.-:-:_: ___ 1:_:_:_: _: _-: _-:_:_\:-·_:_:_:_:_:_~-~:l_:_:_::_:_:_:_:-. '-l:_: __ -:-~-:-~---1:_:_: ___ : _: _: _::-: \_: _: _: :_:_~-~-:-: -9_-C_y_a.:.:n~a~mLl~d-a_n_:d~2~0~0-l~b-s-.~S~u-p~e-r-p~h-o-sp-,h~a~t~e--:(~20~0::--;-l~b~s.-.,.,e-y~a-n~a-1n~l"'"d-a-n=-d,.--ll-~--__:.._----'-3-00-1-b-s.-CLy-a-n-a-m-l-d--'(-SO-O-lb-s-.-C~y-a-n-a-m-l-d-)•_,_ _ ~_,_----l l~.:...:...:._:_.::..:...:...:...L:_:__:..:..- ~-----'--__:...:....:..t.:...:..:....:....:....:.._:...:....:J..:...:...:....:...:....:._:_:_:..L.:...:...:..:..:...:....:.~...:....:..:...:...:._:_.:~ lf--.:.:_:.:..:.!__~-.::.:.:.:!_ _ _:__:.::.:J_ _ __.::'.:..:.:!_ _ _:_:.::.::L _ _.::::.::_:_.:..'.'.!_~~~l__-~~.ll...:..:...:...;_.:_: _ _:.!_:_:__:.;_:__:...:_:_J_:...:.._:_:_:_..:...:_:__:J_:_:_:._:_.::_:_:..:...:_L.:...:...:_.:....:.._:...:....:1:..::...:...:..:....:....:...:...J.:..:....:_:...:....:...:....:.~ 200 lbs. Superphosphate)3 
SECOND-YEAR STUBBLE SECOND-YEAR STUBBLE 
:: : .. : : .. \··:· :: :-J: .::: ·: l: _: :: :: J:.:::: ·J: _:.::: :J:::: ::: : 
:: :: :: : : : \ i!:::il i~:~:1 ~~:~i\ ;~~~:~1 :~::~1 ~~:gi :~:g:/::: :: ::::/ ;::~:I ;g:~:i ;:_-~gl1 :::~:;! ::.-~~\1 ;g_-;~ . : : : :: :: :1: ::::: ::: j:: ::: :: :: 1: : :: : : : : :1:: :: : : : : :1 :::: :: :: :1: : :: :: :::I::::::::: . : : :: : :: :I:::::::::!:::::::::(:::::::: :1:: :::: : : :1:::: :: : : :j: ::: ::: ::1:: ::: : :: : : : : : : : :::I:::~:::: :1:: :: : : :: :1:: :: :: :: :1 :::::: :: :1::: :: : :: :1: : :: :: : :: It_· ~- ~--~·:..:·~·~· ~-~,.-~1::.4;.:. 5'...:9'..\-;~,..:1~1~. 0;::3~"~7 ~5-:;5~7~=2:.:5;9~7;;. 2:1-_:...:9:.:0::·::.9oi _ _:s::3 ·:.:6~1 11 __ :...:1::8~. 9~4:..L. ~- ~-:...:· ~-~-~- ~· i.-1 ..-:::~1~4;.:.2::2:7\ ..,.:--T1:.;oi'.;. ~4 s::!\::-;;;::-:i,7 8~·:;5;:5~=2~6:,;4;1~. 1~\ _ __;9:..:2::·~4 6i _ _:_s ~6-:.:8~8 I I~· -~·~·~· _. _. ~- ~- ~-~- _. ·- ·- ·-·-· _. ~·-· _. _. _. _. ·- ·-·..:_· ·-·-·:...· ~· :...· :...· ~· ~- ~- ~- -~·~·~·~· ~- ~·.:.· ~-~-~- :..:· -~·~·!.:·~·~·~· ~- ~-~- :..:· -~I~- ~-~- -~·~·~· ~- .:_·I . . .. · · -I · · · · · . . · I · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... - . . . . .. . ... •• 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. . l Mississippi-Red River Sedimentary Soils Mississippi -Red River Sedimentary Soils . . · I 15.1s1 u.191 rn.951 1870.91 65.481 58.19 16.011 ... 15.03J 1i.oo 18.21 2834.0I 
<ey series) . •Previous fertilizer treatment in parentheses. 'Not In average. •Corn a nd soybeans, unless otherwise Indicated. •soil Idle several years. 'Soybeans only . •corn and cowpeas. 
81.691 76.06 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · T · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·I· · · · · · · · ·I· · · . · · . · · · · ... · · · · · · · · · · - -I· · · ............... 1 .................. J • •• ••••.. 1. . ..... .. I----,--.. - . -.. -. -. . - . .,.._-. -.. -. -.. -. -:. 1-.. - .-. -.. -. -. _...,..._-.-. -. . -. -. . -. -. -.. - .-. . - .-. -. -.. -. -.. - . -.. - . 
